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I. Vocabulary

 Put each words under its related picture:

1. sit on mother’s lap  2. respect  3. Pigeon  4. hugging  
a

   

b

    

c

   

d

A
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Fill in the blanks with proper words . One word is extra :  
( diary – dedicated – take care of– hard of hearing – get ) 

5- Dr. Gharib was regarded as a ………………………. Physician. 

6- We have to speak louder, because my mother is ………………………….. .

7- I have kept a …..………… for ten years . 

8- We have to …………………………..……elderly people . 

B
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 Make collocations by matching the exact words : 
9- burst into   a. a news paper 
10- read   b. abroad 
11- go   c. no pains 
12- spare   d. tears

C
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Match the definitions with the words. (There is an extra word).

13- in a quiet way   a. many times 

14- to be grateful   b. deserve 

15- to be worthy   c. appreciate 

16-repeatedly   d. calmly

  e. failure

D
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II. Grammar
 Choose the best answer :

17- The tiger ……..in the forest last year. 
 1) saw  2) was seen  3) are seen  4) is seen 

18- English ………in many countries. 
 1) has spoken  2) is speaking  3) is spoken  4) speaks

E
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Write the correct tag questions : ( 2) 

19- He always tells the truth ,……………. ?      20- Your parents are very rich …………… ?

F
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Write the passive form in the correct tenses:(1) 

21- There was a fire at the hotel last week. Two of the rooms……………………(damage) 

22-The land next to our house………….sold to the government recently.(be) 

G
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Make active and passive sentence with given words. (2) 
a/ bought / history/ yesterday/ my fahter 
23- Active :                                                              24- Passive :  

H
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III. Writing 

Complete the sentences with and , but , or , so. (1) 
25- Zahra saw her teacher,…………..she didn’t speak to her. . 
26- Tina studied hard for the exam ,………he passed it. 

I

1
put the words in correct order : (1) 

27- 1-go out / or / I / tonight / take a rest /I 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. .

J
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IV. Cloze Test.
 Read the passage and then fill in the blanks with choices : (2) 

People have long been interested in having one language that could be spoken ………28……… the world. 
Such a language could help ……29…….. understanding and better feeling among ………30………… . 
A universal language also would increase cultural and economic ………….31…………. among various 
countries.Through the years , at least 600 universal language have been invented ,of wich Esperanto is the 
most successful tongue. 

28) a) above  b) all over  c) toward  d) during 

29) a) prevent  b) prefer  c) compare  d) improve 

30) a) nations  b) languages  c) words  d) pronunciations 

31) a) differences  b) values  c) relations  d) harm

K
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V. Reading Comredhension

Read the passage and then answer the questions : (3) 

Maryam Mirzakhani,only woman to win Field Medal  Born in Tehran,Maryam Mirzakhani achieved the gold 
medal level in the International Mathematic Olympiad in 1994.As a child,she loved to become a writer;but she 
eventually discovered a passion for mathematics.After graduating from Sharif University of Technology,she 
went to the U.S to get a Ph.D at Harvard University and later became a professor at Stanford University.She 
won the Field Medal award,the highest mathematical award,in 2014 for her accomplishments in her work on 
Riemann surface, a complex mathematical subject.She was the first woman to win such an award.Mirzakhani 
was diagnosed with breast cancer in 2013.In 2016,the cancer spread to her bones and liver,and she died in 
2017 at the age of 40 in California.Sharif University renamed its faculty of mathematics to “Mirzakhani”.

32) Which university Mirzakhani did choose for studying Ph.D? 

33) What was the cause of Mirzakhani’s death? 

34) Maryam was the first female to win the fields Medal.               True….. , False….. 

35) From childhood Maryam loved math.                                        True….. , False…… 

L
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